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Cyber-physical systems provide sophisticated functionality and are controlled by networked electronic control units (ECUs). Nowadays, software engineers use component-based development approaches for developing the software. Moreover, software components have to be allocated to an ECU in order to be executed. Engineers have to cope with topology, software, and timing dependencies and memory, scheduling, and routing constraints [AI13]. Currently, engineers use techniques like integer linear programming or SAT-based encodings to specify allocation constraints and to derive a feasible allocation automatically. However, encoding constraints manually is a complex task [ZP13].

This paper is an abridged version of our paper [PH15] that introduces our model-driven, allocation engineering approach. The original paper contributes an approach for specifying allocation constraints in an easy, expressive, and more compact way and for deriving a feasible allocation automatically. In particular, it helps engineers if constraint satisfaction is a crucial, safety-critical aspect.

Fig. 1 depicts the process of our approach. We provide a new domain-specific Allocation Specification Language (ASL) that embeds the Object Constraint Language (OCL). The OCL enables to specify object query expressions in the context of models. We generate a system of linear inequalities automatically using the specified allocation constraints on the basis of a software architecture model and hardware platform model. The generated linear inequalities are independent from concrete solvers. Hence, different existing solving methods, like integer linear programming, SAT solvers, or metaheuristics can be used to compute feasible solutions automatically. Afterward, we generate an allocation model from a computed solution of the system of inequalities that maps the component instances from the software architecture to ECUs from the hardware platform.
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The ASL provides the four constraint kinds: collocation, separateLocation, requiredLocation, and requiredResource. Each constraint kind has its own formal semantics definition and is transformed to a different system of linear inequalities. Fig. 2 shows an example of a constraint specification that uses all supported allocation constraint kinds.

We evaluate our approach with an automotive case study modeled with MechatronicUML [Be14] based on the Brake-by-wire case study by Aleti [Al13]. Our validation shows that we can specify allocation constraints with less engineering effort and are able to derive feasible allocations automatically for a complex component-based software model and hardware platform model. As a result of using our approach, the solving of the whole allocation problem becomes transparent for engineers. They specify the allocation constraints via the ASL and get a feasible solution automatically without having to know how to encode and solve the allocation problem as a system of inequalities like an integer linear program.
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